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Fork Tube and Slider Assemblies for Big Twins
Value-priced alternatives to the single disc leg assemblies listed above, 
complete with polished or chrome-plated lower sliders. Includes hard-
chromed fork tubes, sliders, springs, caps, and all internal components, 
completely assembled and ready-to-install. Sold in sets.

Fit all FL Softail Models from 86-99 (except FLSTS)
09238 Chrome, stock length
09236 Polished, stock length

Fit FX Softail, Dyna Wide Glide and 4-Speed FXWG Models from 
84-99
09239 Chrome, stock length
09139 Chrome, +2" over stock length
09237 Polished, stock length
09260 Polished, -2" under stock length
09264 Polished, 4" over stock length

Drum Brake Front End 
Assembly
Assembly replaces the stock length FL 
49-67 front end with left side drum 
brake. Each front end comes complete 
with  hard chrome fork tubes, springs, 
and all internal components. 

Drum Brake Fork Tube and Slider 
Assemblies ONLY
160615 Polished lower legs
160715 Chrome lower legs

Fork Skins for 39 mm Forks 
by Küryakyn
Want to save several hundred dol-
lars and lots of labor hassles and 
down time waiting on plating? These 
chrome-plated ABS plastic covers will 
chrome out your front end and pro-
vide better handling with their built-
in fork brace, for a fraction of the cost 
of conventional chrome swaps and 
without disassembling your forks. It 
just takes a few wrenches and about 
20 minutes to chrome your forks with 
Fork Skins.
48258 Fits 39 mm single disc models 

from 88-99
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Individual Polished Fork Sliders
Replacement fork legs for 49-E77 FL models, made of polished aluminum 
and clear lacquer coated. Upper and lower bushings are installed and 
reamed to fit. Fork seals have been updated to the late-style double-
lipped seal and the leak-prone drain plugs have been totally eliminated. 
These fork legs are reproductions of the Original Equipment parts and 
require the use of 49-E77 fork dampers.
09600 Left drum brake fork leg for 49-68 FL models (repl. OEM 45805-50)
09601 Fork leg with pinch cap for 49-E68 FL models (repl. OEM 45800-

50A)
09628 Axle pinch cap (zinc-plated) for FL models from 49-84 (replaces 

OEM 45836-48) sold each

Polished and Chrome Fork Leg Sets
Polished and chrome fork leg sets for most Wide Glide forks from 49-99. 
These sets include all bushings and seals, and have the late-style double-
lip fork seals. The polished legs for FL models have had the drain plugs 
eliminated.

Fit FX Softail, Dyna Wide Glide and 4-Speed FXWGs from 84-99
09298 Polished
09621 Fork sliders chrome for single disc 84-99 FXST, FXSTC, FXDWG, 

FXWG

Application Chart

Individual Sliders

Illus. Polished Chrome Application

A) 09601 n/a 1949-early 1968 FL models

C) 09600 n/a 1949 - 1968 FL models

G) 09628 n/a 1949-early 1977 pinch cap

Fork Slider Sets

Illus. Polished Chrome Application

E + F 09298 09621 1984 - 1999 FXWG, FXST, 
FXSTC, Dyna Wide Glide 
single disc


